BC’s new mandatory ‘Vaccination Status
Reporting Regulation’ (Regulation 376) means
that it is now mandatory for parents to report
the vaccination status of their children.
Parents who do not vaccinate according to the
recommended schedule will be required to:
1. Provide a written statement providing their
reason for not vaccinating.
2. Attend an “information session” together
with their child, beginning in 2020.
3. Attend a meeting with a public health officer.
The regulations include threats of fines and/or
imprisonment for non-compliance.
These regulations flagrantly violate our right to medical privacy, the medical ethic of
informed consent, and the right of parents to make medical decisions for their children.

A simple “No thank you” ought to be all that is needed.
We cannot allow these draconian regulations to go unchallenged.

What You Can Do:

1. Become educated about vaccine risk.
2. Join Vaccine Choice Canada.
3. Meet with your MLA - demand he or she defend your rights and freedoms.

Join the families working
together to protect your right
to informed consent.
Scan this
QR code to
join VCC:
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